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FOM Lecture Notes.

Day 1: Tuesday, 1/17/2017

Start of Term Info
1. Hand in start of semester student survey. If you haven’t filled it in yet, please bring it to
the next class
2. Webpage is at dankalman.net (take link for Foundations). I won’t lecture on course
policies in general
3. Regular Homework and Quiz Problems
a. First assignment is due on our next meeting, 1/24. Check assignment sheet.
b. Read about how homework counts, format
c. I am checking for completion, not grading regular homework; solutions will be
posted after the due date.
d. Do homework and check answers to prepare for quiz problems.
e. Quiz problems are take-home quizzes. Open notes and text, but no discussion with
other students or searching for answers on the internet. Violating these rules will
be considered to be cheating.
4. We’re rushing though chapters 1-3 because these try to teach about proofs in the abstract
and I would rather have students learn about proofs in the context of the topics we need
to cover in depth. Students will have to read this material on their own, I will hit a few
highlights and present supplementary material in class.
5. There are online lectures available at the website where you got the book.
https://sites.google.com/site/mathematicalreasoning3ed/
I will post answers to the progress check questions in the reading

Several Examples
1. In your notes, compute this integral:
[Hint: The antiderivative,
a. Did you find
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, can be found with the substitution u =
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.]

? After simplifying that equals -35/24 .

b. That CANNOT be the correct value of the integral because f (x) is never negative.
c. Conclusion: The use of antiderivatives to find integrals doesn’t always work.
When DOES it?
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2. Use allgebra to so
olve the eq
quation ln
l
2 ln
n 1
ln 2.
a. By rules of
o logs, ln
2 ln 1
ln
n
ln 1
lln 1
b. So we wan
ln 2.
nt to solvee ln 1
c. “Cancel” the ln on both
b
sides: 1
2.
d. Expand on
n the left to
o
2
1
2
.
e. So we wan
nt to solvee
2
2 0.
f. Factor thee left by gro
ouping:
2
2
2
2
2 .
1
g. The first factor
f
neveer equals 0. So there is exactly one solution x = 2.
h. All of the preceding
g steps are correct.
c
i. However, 2 is not a solution off the originnal equatioon.
j. Conclusio
on: solving
g equations by algebraa does not always produce soluutions.
3. In you
ur notes, sk
ketch a grap
ph for x  0 for two ffunctions, both of whhich are inccreasing an
nd
concav
ve up.
a. How man
ny times do
o they crosss?
b. Can you draw
d
such a graph wiith the curvves crossinng twice? T
Three timees? More?
c. Based on your work
k, would yo
ou agree w
with this “ruule”: If f aand g are inncreasing
and concaave up funcctions for x  0, then f (x) can eequal g(x) ffor at mostt two valuees
of x.
d. OTOH … let f (x) = x2. The fiirst and seccond derivatives of f are both positive for
positive x, so f is con
ncave up and
a increassing for positive x.
2
e. Let g(x) = x + sin x . Then g’(x) = 2x + cos x, andd g”(x) = 2 – sin x. Foor all
positive x , g”(x) > 0 becausee sin x can bbe at mostt 1. So g iss concave uup. Also, g’
g
is increasiing because its derivaative is possitive. Andd since g’((0) = 1, wee can see th
hat
g’(x) is alw
ways at leaast 1, and hence
h
posittive. This shows thaat g is increeasing.
Thus we have
h
shown
n that g is increasingg and concaave up for x  0.
f. Now obseerve that f (x)
( = g (x) for x = 0, 
, 2, 3, 44, etc. Soo the propoosed rule
above is wrong.
w
In fact,
f
two concave
c
upp increasingg functionss can crosss an infinitee
number off times.
g. Conclusio
on: Good guesses
g
based on picttures can bbe wrong.
4. Mark 11 points equally
e
spaaced on a circle,
c
and
connect them wiith straightt lines in alll possible
ways. How man
ny regions inside the circle are
formed?
a. This is com
mplicated to count, so
s let’s
systematiccally explo
ore simplerr cases
b. If you marrk just onee point therre will be
no lines, so
s there wiill be just one
o region..
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c. The figurees below sh
how the sittuation witth 2, 3, 4, aand 5 poinnts

We can eaasily countt the number of regioons in eachh case, and enter the rresults in a
table as fo
ollows:
Numb
ber or Points
Numb
ber of regio
ons

1
1

2
2

3
4

4
8

5
16
6

Based on these resullts, a clear pattern em
merges: thee number oof regions ddoubles wiith
each addittional poin
nt. In fact, for the casses in the ttable, the nnumber of rregions forr n
n-1
points is 2 . This su
uggests thaat the numbber of regiions for thee original qquestion
with 11 po
oints shoulld be 210 = 1024.
d. How much confiden
nce do you have in thhat predictiion? Woulld you bet a dollar that
it is right?? $10? $100? $1000
0?
e. Actually, in the grap
phic for 11 points thee number oof regions
doesn’t lo
ook like it should
s
be over
o
1000. And in faact, if you
test the paattern with just one more
m
point you find thhat there arre
only 30, not
n 32 regio
ons. One easy way tto count thhe regions in
this case is
i to observ
ve the six-ffold symm
metry. The pattern off
green regiions repeatts six timess around thhe central ppoint. Witth
5 regions in each of these six patterns,
p
thhere will bee 30, not 32 regions. In fact, fo
or
any even n a similarr symmetry
y will occuur, with n iddentical wedges arrannged aroun
nd
the centraal point. Th
his shows that
t the nuumber of reegions musst be a evennly divisib
ble
n-1
by n. Unlless n is a power
p
of 2,
2 the numbber of regioons cannott be 2 .
f. Conclusio
on: Some patterns
p
petter out!
W
What is the point
p
of alll these examples?
1. In matth, we wan
nt to have certainty
c
ab
bout our m
methods andd conclusioons. The eexamples
show several waays that cerrtainty has failed us. But in facct, proper m
mathematiccal analysis
avoidss these problems by insisting
i
on
n extremelly precise sstatements of mathem
matical
knowlledge, and rigorous lo
ogical proo
ofs that theese statemeents are correct. A m
major focuss
of thiss course is creating, using,
u
and critiquing these kindds of statem
ments and pproofs.
Now, more than in your prrior courses, you needd to pay atttention to how we prrove thingss
in matthematics.
2. Matheematical kn
nowledge usually
u
con
ncerns genneral rules – results thhat hold for a large
numbeer (probablly infinitelly many) in
nstances. T
Theorems begin withh statementts such as
3
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For any real number x, or For any continuous function f (x), or For any triangle. This is
a way of specifying the instances for which the result holds. Our problem with Example
1 is we did not pay attention to the part of the fundamental theorem of calculus that says
when the theorem can be applied. One version of the theorem says this: Suppose that
f (x) and F(x) are functions and that F ’(x) = f (x) for every x in [a,b]. Then
.
For the integral we considered, the interval is [ln 1/3 , ln 2], and that includes 0 because
ln 1/3 < 0. However, our function
2 is not defined at x = 0, so we cannot
say that F ’(x) = f (x) for every x in [a,b]. This shows that the FTOC does not apply for
the stated integral.
3. Mathematical proofs always include assumptions and conclusions. In its simplest form,
the proof begins by assuming one or more things, and then derives several logical
consequences of these assumptions, eventually reaching the desired conclusion. For the
FTOC, the assumptions are that f (x) and F(x) are functions and that F ’(x) = f (x) for
every x in [a,b].
4. Logical consequences can be one-directional. If you assume that x = -3, then you can
logically conclude that x2 = 9. But the reverse is not true. If you know that x2 = 9 you are
not justified in inferring that x = -3. It might be true, or it might be that x = 3. So in a
proof, if you have shown that x2 = 9, you cannot next write down Therefore x = -3.
5. Let us look at the logic behind our algebraic steps in Example 2. There is an unspoken
assumption at the beginning of the process: Suppose x is a solution to the equation. This
says that the symbol x represents a particular (but as yet unknown) solution to the
equation. Every step that follows is another true statement about that same x. So in
outline form, here is the logic of the algebra:
If x is a solution
then ln
2 ln 1
ln 2,
then ln 1
ln 2,
⋮
1
2
0,
then
then x = 2.
So the nature of our conclusion is this: If x is a solution, then x = 2. But this does not
actually say that 2 IS a solution. For that we would need the opposite logic, namely,
If x = 2 then x is a solution. It turns out that some of the inferences in the algebraic steps
are not reversible, and in fact, 2 is not a solution. You can verify this by trying to
substitute x = 2 in the original equation.
In general, the sort of algebraic procedure used in this example always leads to a
conclusion of the form If x is a solution, then x is … . This can be expressed using the
4
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language of sets. For our example, what we showed is this:
The set of solutions is contained in {2}.
And in general, starting with an equation and then going through a series of
rearrangements generally results in similar conclusion: The set of solutions to the original
equation is a subset of some specified set. Ideally this will be a finite set, but that does
not always occur.
If you are careful to check that every step of your algebra is logically reversible, then you
can also reverse the conclusion. But even when that is not possible, the algebra serves to
narrow down the range of possibilities. For our example, the algebra shows that there is
only one possible solution, namely x = 2. When we find that this is NOT a solution we
also find that there are NO solutions.
6. The third example shows that we cannot just jump to conclusions on the basis of what
seems reasonable – not if we want to be certain. That is why we insist on specific logical
proofs. And as you will find when you write your own proofs, you will be expected to
have a specific justification for every statement you make.
7. The fourth example shows that a pattern of results cannot be accepted as proving a
general rule. We know that the specific results we have found are true. We do not know
that the pattern applies to cases we have not tested, unless we have a proof that shows this
logically. Here is an example. If you add two odd numbers, you will observe that the
result is always even. After many examples, you might propose this rule: If n and m are
odd numbers, then n+m is even. Notice that the first clause is the assumption. It says
that the rule under consideration is supposed to be valid for any two odd numbers, and
thus specifies which cases the rule applies to. Here is a proof of the statement:
Let n and m be odd numbers. Then n – 1 is even and m + 1 is even, because the
even and odd integers alternate. Adding we see that n – 1 + m + 1 is the sum of
two even numbers, and therefore is even. But n – 1 + m + 1 = n+m. Thus we
have shown that n+m is even.
Because we want the result to apply for any two odd integers, we have to use variables.
There are too many odd integers to consider them one at a time. The first line of the
proof introduces the variables n and m and says, in essence, I don’t know exactly what
integers odd integers n and m are, but they must possess any property that is common to
all odd integers. Each succeeding statement declares some additional bit of information
about n and m is true. And finally we find that the desired conclusion is true.
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Additional comments about proofs, time permitting
1. The first time a variable is mentioned in a proof, you are required to somehow specify the
set of possible replacements. In the proof above, saying “Let n and m be odd numbers.”
means that any following statements I make about m and n must be valid for any odd
integers.
2. Another way to say the same thing would be: “For all odd integers m and n …” But the
flow of logic is conversationally easier to follow if you think of m and n as being specific
quantities that will not change in the context of the argument.
3. Sometimes we introduce a variable to represent a new value that has special properties in
relation to previously introduced variables. Here is an example. “Let n be a positive
integer. We know that n must have a prime divisor p…” That is equivalent to saying
that the permitted replacements for p are all the elements in the set of prime divisors of n.
If you are thinking of n as a particular (though not known) positive integer, then the set of
prime divisors of that integer is implicitly defined.
4. One way to test the validity of your logic is to choose specific permitted values for each
variable as it is introduced, and then see if the logic remains correct. For the example
above, after the line “Let n and m be odd numbers.” you could say, ok, I will take n to be
37 and n to be -19. Now continue the proof with those values of n and m.
“Then n – 1 (36) is even and m + 1 (-18) is even, because the
even and odd integers alternate. Adding we see that n – 1 + m + 1 (36 + -18)
is the sum of two even numbers, and therefore is even. But n – 1 + m + 1
(36 + -18) = n+m (37 + -19). Thus we have shown that n+m is even.
If you test a proof in this way, and reach a statement that is false with your specific
variable values, that indicates a logic error.
5. To emphasize the directionality of logical inference, we sometimes use a double arrow ⇒
as a short hand for “and therefore.” In our algebra process, we can write out the
steps this way:
We assume x is a solution
⇒ ln
2 ln 1
ln 2,
ln 2,
⇒ ln 1
⋮
⇒
1
2
0,
⇒ x = 2.
This can be summarized as (x is a solution) ⇒ ( x = 2). This is not done in formal
mathematical writing (in books and journal articles) except in equations written in
symbolic logic. But it can help you organize your thoughts.
End of Day
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